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Assumptions Underlying Children Learning at Schools 
 in Australia - 2014 

  
1. The mental health of children who attend schools in Australia is of little interest 

to Australian adults and is generally disregarded.  

2. When a large number of children become stressed, cry, vomit, do not sleep; and 
develop a dislike for Maths, Science and Literacy   at test preparation time, adults 
ignore it.   Read The Shrinking of Treehorn by Florence Parry Heidi.  

3. Schoolyard bullying and street violence, each of which  has a direct relationship 
to test stress at school is regarded as a nuisance only. There is universal disinterest 
in cause and effect. 

4. Millions of Australian children have learned to dislike mathematics, science and 
aspects of literacy because of test-stress. 

5. The quality of Australian teaching enables the damage perpetrated by irrational 
testing procedures to be substantially assuaged.  Repair techniques are now 
necessary elements of a teacher’s armoury, helping to overcome the 
bureaucratically imposed, test bullying.  

6. Achievement in non-testable aspects of the curriculum [Music, Dance, Art] in 
Australia is very high.  

7. Australian children prefer to be challenged by the learning act in preference to 
being bullied into it. 

8. There is a growing interest amongst children in out-of-school, challenging 
learning experiences. The Tournament of Minds.etc. Australian children love 
learning as much as, or more than, any other. They are presently being deprived 
of opportunities. 

9. Australian children are fortunate to have amongst the world’s finest teachers; the 
first preference of overseas authorities. 

10. If schooling was learning-attractive as opposed to test-ridden, every Australian 
school pupil would a burst blood vessel to get to school each day to learn things.  
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PRAYER: God, please revitalise the professional dignity of our schools and of our 
teachers; and give them sufficient courage to challenge the present educational 
excesses caused by NAPLAN. Please allow our pupils to be treated as pupils, as 
human beings who can do without the humiliation of being forced to fear 
learning.Turn our schools into happy, transparent, purposeful light–houses of learning 
in each neighbourhood in this land. Please remove the fear and discontent that 
abounds. 

!  

!  
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Assumptions Underlying Australian Education - 2014 
  

1.  What is taught and how it is taught in Australia, is decided by one person —  the 
politically appointed representative of the major party in the federal government. 

2.  There is no legislated safeguard against maverick counter-cognitive curriculum 
innovations.  

3.  Historically, the only essential element of the general Australian curriculum is the 
maintenance of a fear of failure at annual public examinations and periodic tests 
of testable parts of the curriculum. 

4.  The end goal of Australian education is to get top marks in the triennial PISA 
contest for 15 Year-olds conducted by UNESCO [Paris]. 

5.  Judgements as to the quality of teaching and of schooling itself are made on the 
outcomes of such mass testing.  

6.  The purpose of fear-based testing is to provide an ordered list of candidates for 
the selection of the better products by  employers and tertiary institutions. 

7.  There has never ever been any expressed desire by representatives of any major 
political party for an holistic, integrated curriculum that aims at developing the 
personal skills and cognitive abilities of all individuals at school. 

8.  Simplistic numeracy and literacy skills have a higher priority than learnacy skills, 
especially those learning skills that dispose the whole person towards high 
individual achievement. 

9.  Schools are divided into private and public kinds because it is thought that private 
schools are better 

10.  The principles of neoliberalism, namely that the will of big business will prevail 
in all major decisions, pervade the Australian schooling landscape. 

ooo000ooo 
. 

None of the above has been disputed.   
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Basic Ideals of a Western-Style system of Schooling 

How corrupted is the Australian System? 
  

Kiwi Kelvin Smythe has, once again, produced a paper that should be nailed to the 
wall in every staff room in every educational institution in the western world.  It is a 
reproduction of an address that he delivered to a Principals’ Conference in 2010. Once 
again, I have taken great liberties with it to convert it to Australian conditions.  

While I have extracted and altered parts to suit Aussie readers, I strongly 
recommended that you take the time to read his full paper [9 pages] http://
networkonnet.wordpress.com/2014/09/23/how-corrupted-is-our-education-system/ 
You won’t be sorry. 

KELVIN SMYTHE:  The basic ideals of a western style education system rest on 
the consistency with which the welfare of the child is the centre of decision-
making; the ethicality of decision-making; and the freedom the main participants 
have to express their ideas freely and influence that decision-making. 
  
Leaving aside the children, the main participants are the governments, the 
bureaucracies, teachers, academics, parents and the media. The central point in this 
talk is that our system is seriously corrupted; a corruption that is an outcome of the 
change in system operations that has granted increased power to governments, 
bureaucracies and measurement academics at the expense of the welfare of children 
and teachers. 

 System Corruption occurs in two ways :  

• The first way is when people in the schooling system feel constrained by fear and 
totalitarian-type control from challenging official ideology or diverting from it. 

• The second is when people in the schooling system use the system, whether 
consciously or unconsciously, to their advantage and to the disadvantage of others, 
especially teachers and children. 

  
An associated phenomenon is the way that people can, as individuals, appear benign, 
but the group or institution they represent, can be sources of considerable harm. 
[APPA to note] 
  
What can you say about a system when learning and teaching are separated from 
assessment for bureaucratic convenience; when assessment is valued over substance; 
when uniformity is valued over variety; when skills are valued over child knowing; 
when principals choose professional development for their schools, not to meet the 
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needs of children and teachers, but to seek official blessings; when the arts, sciences 
and social studies are languishing; when packaged forms of instruction from 
elsewhere are funded by taxpayers? 
  
Within his address, Smythe uses George Orwell’s ‘1984’ to examine the corruption 
now rife in many western systems, but especially in New Zealand - and Australia. 
  
Quantitative Academics The influence of this group  is everywhere and often 
pernicious. These academic quantitators of certainty are part of the grip of 
management philosophy that stifles initiative, variety and creativity. A crucial part of 
that philosophy is the ideological reliance of governments on a certain group of 
academics who, as ‘experts’, provide certainty for the centralised, command control of 
schooling. 
  
I will say that the reward for these experts with their self-serving myth of certainty 
[what Wittgenstein described as modern-day superstition] is status, power, influence 
and awards. For the rest of us, the outcome is shafting.  While this group controls the 
ideological development of the system, the holistic philosophy of schooling barely 
gets a look in. The uniformity office, the imposition office, the no-alternative office 
continues to exert its authority through fear. 
  
The minister and bureaucrats attitude towards teachers and principals is derogatory, 
condescending, resentful and sometimes hostile. Teachers and principals are seen as 
obstructions to their evidence-based plans and certainties. Teachers and principals are 
seen as operating on myths and hand-me-down ideas.  
  
Labyrinthine World of Doublespeak : “to know and not to know, to be conscious of 
complex truthfulness while telling carefully constructed lies, to hold simultaneously 
two opinions which cancel out, knowing them to be contradictory and believing in 
both of them: to use logic against logic, to repudiate morality while laying claim to 
it; ...to forget whatever was necessary to forget, then to draw it back into memory 
again at the moment when it was needed, then promptly forget it again....even to 
understand the word ‘doublethink’ involved the use of doublethink.” [Orwell] 
  
Recent Australian ministers of education have provided the perfect storm for this in 
their claims that the curriculum and NAPLAN testing are compatible.  We who prefer 
not to have to doublespeak don’t want to hear any more of this.  

We don’t want to hear about the need for school accord when NAPLAN testing is 
about schools competing; about treating children as imagination as the curriculum 
narrows further and further; about the promise of competencies as they are being 
replaced by their opposites; about the need for teachers to take ownership of the 
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curriculum as they are scapegoated, condescended to, and swarmed over by senior 
officers of the minister. 
  
I cannot stress enough how nearly all the education bureaucracy, and a large 
part of academia, live in a dream world… 

Evidence-based learning means forget about teacher-generated knowledge; best 
evidence synthesis means an assemblage of dodgy research, dependent for its 
existence on the Hawthorne effect, exclusion, clinical and other highly unreal 
situations, lack of robustness, and carelessness about sustainability; achievement 
means pressured NAPLAN test results; best evidence synthesis means task force 
green employment for quantitative academics; assessment instead of evaluation; 
instruction instead of teaching; accountability instead of responsibility; stakeholders 
instead of parents.    
  
Holistic learning [as used in bureaucracy’s power towers] means atomised learning 
assembled en masse; best practice means an imagination-free teaching zone; skills 
mean abilities stripped of the cognitive and the affective to allow taxonomies, lists, 
categories and measurements; ‘increasing evaluation capacity’ means increasing 
bureaucratic demands on schools; management-by-objectives means leadership 
without vision. 
 individuals when the basis for My School lays out pure raw data; about creativity and 
There’s competency-based education, performance-based education, next-step 
learning, packaged step-by-step Direct/Explicit Instruction; mastery learning, 
criterion-reference testing, outcome-led education, standards-based education, 
feedback  [up.forward, sideways to the left, now to the right] and benchmarking to 
name a few.  Have we gone completely crazy now that the quantitative academics of 
certainty are in control? 

  
Christopher Pyne can now say, with certainty, to Carolyn, 

“Honey. I’ve shrunk all the kids.” 
  

Young Teachers coming through are presented with one reality : the reality 
emanating from the academic quantitators of certainty — a reality of visible learning, 
in other words, learning that can be measured; learning that can be divided up for 
individual children as exact next-step learning;  learning that is like pieces of a jigsaw 
to be put together by the teacher; learning that eschews the effective because it can’t 
be measured; learning that is presented as efficient and modern; learning that implies 
that other ways of learning are old-hat; learning that crowds out teacher-generated 
knowledge; and learning that appeals to politicians who like its unambiguity. 
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All this is backed up with the kind of education philosophy that dominates tertiary 
education courses, reinforced by the effects on lecturer appointments, some of which 
have connections to packaged instructional material and specially arranged kinds of 
research, some sponsored by particular vested interests.  How much do students hear 
about Australian learning-leaders Bassett, Beare, Jones, Guymer, Walker, Hughes, 
Schoenheimer, or overseas educationist like Dewey, Goodlad, Holt, Brady, Glass, 
Ravitch, Greene, Alexander?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  
If by some miracle, a student does come out with some knowledge of the holistic 
assisted by shared evaluation and a consciousness of pupilling, what  chance for its 
survival in the world of professional development contracts given only to exponents 
of a number-based philosophy; of the smooth flow of jargonspeak that is a kind of 
education muzak; of doing things by number-scoring; of the best evidence synthesis 
syndrome which is really a parade of academic status; of management by measurable 
objectives espoused by the one-track number-crunchers in charge. 
______________________________ 
P.S. This week’s news that the cognitive torture, now imposed by paper/pencil 
NAPLAN  test responses, will not be as painful by 2017 when on line ‘gentle’ torture 
will comprehensively replace a seamless holistic curriculum. and consume every 
school’s evaluation and reporting programs will be introduced to neophyte teachers 
who will accept such quantification as standard practice......and the wreckage will 
continue.[S.M.H. 25/09/14 P.8] 
  

ooo000ooo 

This outstanding presentation by Kelvin Smythe demands serious attention from those 
who have a stake in primary education and think that they know something about it. 
Please send a copy to as many primary schoolies as you can. Don’t forget your local 
school.  
  
When I left my hands-on contact with primary schooling, I looked forward to a Kelvin 
Smythe sort of schooling future in which children would be so keen on learning that 
they would burst a blood vessel to get to school each day. I was looking forward to 
reading about exciting school learning episodes and maybe sharing in the joy of 
learning that seemed to be permeating classrooms. Some experiences had convinced 
me that it was a certainty by the year 2000.  
  
The exciting one-off learning projects of some schools led by enterprising principals, 
had stimulated my love and admiration for primary schooling and schoolies even 
more than usual, but this was soundly crushed by the introduction of fear-based 
testing programs and a reliance on managerial school administration that now sees 
some Principals wanting  to off-load their head teacher/curriculum leader role to a 
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class-free assistant.This situation will not change before I leave this sad planet. No 
chance. 
  
Kelvin Smythe concludes;  
There won’t be any decisive change for the better until, sometime in the future, 
New Zealand and Australia face a crisis, probably a combination of the 
economic, social and moral. In that circumstance, we should be ready with some 
ideas, carefully considered ideas, for a better way of going about things...and so 
on and so on. 

All we can do is slow down the decline by opposing the characteristics of scientific 
management,  
  
As for the fate of national standards [and NAPLAN], “The end was contained in the 
beginning” — but that is another story for another time. 

!  
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 Who’s Treehorn? 

He is every child. 
Treehorn was a little boy, whose problems that he had with adults were so 
wonderfully described by  Florence Parry Heide and illustrated by Edward Gorey. 

He’s the hero of a classic children’s book called The Shrinking of Treehorn. 

He started to shrink so much that he could walk upright under his bed. His clothes 
became so large that he kept tripping on them. He told his mother, but she was 
worried about her cake not rising. His father told him, at the dinner table, to sit up. His 
Mum and Dad thought that Treehorn might be shrinking, but they knew that nobody 
shrinks and that he might be doing it on purpose. On the way to school, his school 
friend accused him of always doing stupid things. The bus driver, didn’t know 
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him...nor did his teacher, who told him to go to the nursery school.  She eventually 
sent him to the principal’s office for trying to jump up to the water cooler. The 
principal listened to him, as all good principals do, and then told him not to hesitate in 
future if ever he had a problem.  

Back at  home, his parents were of little help and told him to eat his carrots. He 
became convinced that  all the important adults in his life, didn’t care much about 
him. So, when he found a game called “The Big Game for Kids to Grow On” in his 
cereal box, he used it. After some effort he started to resume his normal height. When 
he told his mother that he was back to normal life, she said, “That’s nice, dear. It’s a 
very nice size, I’m sure, and if I were you I wouldn’t shrink anymore.” 

He had been completely ignored. That night, while watching television, he reached 
over the change channels when he noticed that his hand was bright green. He looked 
in the mirror. “His ears were green. His hair was green. He was green all over.” 

Treehorn sighed. “I don’t think I’ll tell anyone,” he thought to himself. “If I 
don’t say anything, they won’t notice.” 

In Australian parlance, he’d been naplanned. Nobody cared. 

Very, very few Australian adults care what happens to children. Parents speak in 
pleasant platitudes about the NAPLAN testing assault on child welfare.  [“Yes. Kids 
don’t like NAPLAN much, do they?”  or “Our principals won’t say much, but I think 
that he thinks they are diagnostic and are a good thing” ] or don’t bother to worry 
about the serious effects that stress tests have on the mental health and cognitive 
growth of their children. No caring adult with any clout or influence in Australia 
seems to think seriously about the cognitive shrinking or the colouring of 
achievements with  absurd numbers and allow serious intellectual absurdities to 
persist. 

That’s how The Treehorn Express got its name.  Google it and think seriously about 
what you read. 

Our little Treehorn is every child in Australia, whom we allow to be naplanned. 
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N.A.P.L.A.N. 

Ray Kelley 

N is for the Nervousness it’s causing; 

A is for the Angst it causes too; 

P the Pointless, Practice, Practice, Practice; 

L is for the Loss of Learning that we rue. 
A is for the Axe with which to Axe it; 

N this Needless Nuisance we deplore; 

Put them all together, they spell NAPLAN; 

A thing to ban for evermore. 

Ray Kelley has been described by Bruce Dawe as “our finest poet of light verse” and 
by Phillip Adams as “a clever bugger”. Ray Kelley’s two publications “Flight To The 
Chookhouse Roof”  [C.Q. University Presss, Rockhampton , 1998] and “Go. Lovely 
Nose” [Five Islands Press, Carlton Press 2005] . A regular contributor to The 
Spectator, he has won numerous awards. During his long career as a primary school 
principal in Queensland, he wrote parodies about school issues of the day that were 
sung heartily by his colleagues at social functions. Since they represent a jovial 
history of schooling in Queensland which can be googled through  
“A Jovial History of School Education in Queensland”.   
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The Right To Give Permission 

  
In a democratic community, parents of school children are usually asked to give 
permission for their children to undertake activities supervised by teachers in 
circumstance that have the potential to be harmful, or might threaten their well-being 
and comfort.  Parental permission to attend out-of-school sporting contests, school 
camps, excursions and on-site special events are instances of this. 
  
The need for permission is generally described as a DUTY OF CARE and it is a 
legal obligation.  There are issues of social justice, of ethical standards, of possible 
danger, of respect for human dignity and compassion for the young entwined in this 
duty. Until the beginning of this century, parental  respect for the exercise of 
professional ethics in school leadership has always prevailed. Schools used to be 
regarded as the citadels of safety, child welfare and progress....so instances of 
litigation have been rare. 
  
In 2008, however, Australia succumbed to the pressures of a political heavyweight 
who copied a kitsch system of schooling from a New York school district that 
operated on fear-driven testing.  Mr. Joel Klein, its inventor/controller was a lawyer 
who, not long later, took command of Mr. Rupert Murdoch’s enormous test 
production empire. The kinds of tests used are fully based on a rare pedagogical 
notion that fear is the most effective motivator of classroom learning....fear of failure, 
fear of public exposure, fear of parental disappointment. Fear. This modus operandi 
has been operating with little to no success in Australia for six years and its crass 
crudity continues to endanger the mental health of all children. No experienced 
‘curriculum’ educator nor world ‘expert’ educator can find any worth in it. 
  
Its social construct has no base. Why it continues in Australia is a tribute to the 
crafty assignment of unexamined belief systems to underlings by political power-
brokers, to principles of eichmannism and dog-whistle politics, to press control of 
information; and to the greed of the test-production profiteers.   
  
In Australia, the movement towards high stakes, fear-based testing is referred to as 
‘Kleinism’ after its founder. Its educational misology has disposed test-centric 
authorities to impose a heavy testing regime on the curriculum of learning-anxious 
school children.  In Australia, it’s called NAPLAN and a hideous device it is. For 
about three months of each year, it completely controls the curriculum of Years 
3,5,7,9.  
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It can be expected that issues of human rights bruised by such Standardised Blanket 
Testing [‘SBTs’ in general U.S. parlance] procedures and their effects on child 
learning emotions in the classrooms, will be severely tested in the Courts of Justice 
over the next few years if NAPLAN lasts that long. 
WHY? 
  
The prestigious legal faculties of Sydney University and various campuses of the 
ACU have established socio-legal studies designed to address such issues. It has been 
predicted [SMH 3-12-13 p35] that the availability of the graduates on a ‘pro bono’ 
basis through local community centres will lead to increasing challenges to 
emotionally disturbing school activities. Many parents are more than likely to seek 
retribution for the stress and disturbance to family life and the mental injury to their 
children. The injury to a child’s overall cognitive development is a very serious 
matter, caused by a test’s tendency to brand achievement and to seek mediocrity. 
That’s an issue that the education profession has been unwilling to discuss. One thing 
is certain. It will be forced to do so in the near future. 
  
One thing is certain. If NAPLAN pursues its evil ways, it is sure to be 
challenged as a culture of litigation develops. For the sake of kids...the sooner 
the better. 
  
Parents have been deliberately kept in the dark and misled by official statements since 
the inception of NAPLAN.  
  
Do the prescriptions of the Schools Assistance Regulations 2009 adequately protect 
schools?  We should all talk about it. 
  

LET’S ALL THINK ABOUT WHAT WE DO......FOR THE SAKE OF KIDS.   
THINK.    THINK.  THINK.   THINK. 
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A  NEW PRINCIPAL SPEAKS 

I am your new principal, and honoured to be so. 
 
There is no greater calling than to teach young people. I love my profession. 

I would like to apprise you of some important changes coming to our school.  

I am making these changes because I am convinced that most of the ideas that have 
dominated public education in Australia over the past few years have worked against 
you, against your teachers and against our country. The national standardised blanket 
testing arrangements are an abomination. They will be no longer imposed on you.  

First, this school recognises that learning per se is an individual effort. 

You are not a student at this school. You are a pupil. The term ‘pupil’ infers learning 
from a teacher. You attend this school because you want to learn as much as you can 
from those willing to help you. 

We cannot make you learn if you are not willing to do so. 

You will want to learn because we want to teach you how to learn and because you 
want to achieve. It is natural. 

The rest of your life will be learning focussed and will be measured by you, according 
to your personal achievements. 

 We undertake to help you to learn HOW to learn according to your individual abilities 
and interests. 

Second, this school respects your rights to humane treatment. You will be treated as a 
person, with emotions and wants and needs. No fear-laden tests that destroy your 
individuality or intellect, will be used.  

We will share the evaluation of everything that you learn with you. You will measure 
your progress and we teachers will help you to do so.  

Together we will aim for the very top, and ignore those static one-hit useless blanket 
tests, used by some schools. Any forms of in-class testing will be pertinent, related to 
the current learning enterprise and they will be motivational. 

We believe in the supremacy of basic literacy and numeracy skills and you will 
achieve very high in these aspects of learning because you will want to.  
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 Third , this school will no longer honour race or ethnicity. 
 
I could not care less if your racial makeup is black, brown, red, yellow or white. I 
could not care less if your origins are African, Middle Eastern, Latin American, Asian 
or European, or if your ancestors arrived here on the first fleet or on convict slave 
ships.  

The only identity I care about, the only one this school will recognize, is your 
individual identity -- your character, your scholarship, your humanity. 

And the only national identity this school will care about is Australia. 
  
This is an Australian public school, and Australian public schools were created to 
make better Australians. 
  
If you wish to affirm an ethnic, racial or religious identity through school, you will 
have to go elsewhere. 
  
We will end all ethnicity, race and non-Australian nationality-based celebrations.  
They undermine the spirit of Australian citizenship. 

And this school will be guided by Australia's values. This includes all after-school 
clubs. 
  
I will not authorize clubs that divide students based on any identities.  

This includes race, language, religion, sexual orientation or whatever else may 
become in vogue in a society divided by political correctness.  

Your clubs will be based on interests and passions, not blood, ethnic, racial or other 
physically defined ties. 
  
Such clubs just cultivate narcissism -- an unhealthy preoccupation with the self -- 
while the purpose of education is to get you to think beyond yourself.  

So we will have clubs that transport you to the wonders and glories of art, music, 
astronomy, languages you do not already speak, carpentry and more. 

If the only extracurricular activities you can imagine being interested in are those 
based on ethnic, racial or sexual identity, that means that little outside of yourself 
really interests you. 
  
Fourth, I am uninterested in whether English is your native language. 
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My only interest in terms of language is that you leave school speaking and writing 
English as fluently as possible. 
  
The English language has united Australia's citizens for over 200 years, and it will 
unite us at this school.  

It is one of the indispensable reasons this country of immigrants has always come to 
be one country. 
  
You should leave this school with excellent English language skills. 

We will learn other languages here -- if you want classes taught in your native 
language rather than in English, this is not your school.  

Fifth , because I regard learning as a sacred endeavour, everything in this school will 
reflect learning's elevated status.  

This means, among other things, that you and your teachers will dress accordingly. 
  
Many people in our society dress more formally for Horse Racing events than for 
church or school.  

These people have their priorities backward. Therefore, there will be a formal dress 
code at this school. 

No obscene language will be tolerated anywhere on this school's property -- whether 
in class, in the hallways or at athletic events. 
  
If you can't speak without using the f -word, you can't speak. 
  
By obscene language I mean the words banned by the Federal Communications 
Commission,plus epithets such as "Abbo," even when used by one black student to 
address another black, or "bitch,"even when addressed by a girl to a girlfriend. It is 
my intent that by the time you leave this school, you will be among the few of your 
age to instinctively distinguish between the elevated and the degraded, the holy and 
the obscene.  

Sixth , we will end all self-esteem programs. In this school, self-esteem will be 
attained in only one way -- the way people attained it until decided otherwise a 
generation ago -- by earning it.  

Together, we will progress using the humanity and challenge and pleasure of the 
learning experience. 
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Quotable  Quotes 

• How better to undermine education than by crippling thought; how better to 
discourage critical thinking than by stressing rote learning; how better to weaken 
democracy than by subverting its schools. [F.Breslin: “Dickens and Standardized Testing”.
9 March 2014] 

• What can you say about a system when learning and teaching are separated from 
assessment for bureaucratic convenience; when assessment is valued over 
substance; when uniformity is valued over variety; when principals choose 
professional development for  their schools, not to meet the needs of children and 
teachers, but to seek official blessings; when the arts, science and social studies are 
languishing; when packaged forms of instruction from elsewhere are funded by 
taxpayers. [Kelvin Smythe:  “Basic Ideals of a Western Style System of Schooling”  September, 
2014] 

• Why should testing procedures like NAPLAN be banished? 
1. They give control of the curriculum to test composers and publishers. 
2. They emphasise minimum achievement to the neglect of maximum 

performance. 
3. They create pressure to cheat.  
4. They are extraordinarily and unavoidably biased by social class, ethnic, 

regional and other cultural boundaries. 
5. They lead to neglect of music, art, physical well-being and many other kinds of 

non-verbal learning 
6. They unfairly advantage those who can afford after-school kinds of test 

support. 
7. They remove the shared evaluation programs embedded in the learning 

activities. 
8. They remove the appeal of teaching as a worthy profession. 
9. They are at odds with deep-seated values of individuality and worth. 
10.They simply don’t work.  

 [Marion Brady, Washington Post August 2014] 
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A Case Study – Who decides what is taught  

and how it is taught in Australian schools? 

In professional circles, it is traditional for a recognised profession  to arrange, approve 
and encourage the best way of doing things within the ethical boundaries of the 
profession.  

Does a politician tell the legal profession how it must write a legal document, how to 
question a suspect? Does the Minister for Health tell a surgeon how to conduct a 
serious operation?  

Where does our federal Minister for Education get 
the right to allocate $22m for an American packaged 
program called Direct Instruction  to be used in 
Aboriginal community schools....without a whimper 
from the remainder of the teaching profession?   

How did such a limiting technique make it to such a 
status?  Has professional thought taken a holiday? 

The same politician, asserting his sole control, has 
ordered curriculum changes and  surveys to suit his 
own designs without reference to genuine, empirical 
information or ethical standards. 

Where else in the world are professional standards 
determined by one person who has no experience in 

the profession whatsoever?                                                          

Why does Australia not have  an Educational Integrity Commission to examine 
maverick counter-cognitive curriculum innovations that appears acceptable  at first 
sight, but really threaten the economic and cultural future of the country? 

I refer, in particular,  to the introduction of Kleinism’s fear-based assessment program  
package imported and imposed by a lawyer politician, concocted by New York 
lawyer; and now the favoured weapon of another lawyer politician in his assault on 
teachers and on schooling generally.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

.                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Teacher-Aide Rants 

“Treehorn Express” 24 July 2014 

When I speak to young parents, I want to entreat them: “DON’T DO IT. Don’t send 
your child to school.”  If you want the best for your child, don’t make them sit in a 
classroom for 12 years. 

I’m 60 years of age. Like Sir Ken Robinson, nothing seems to have changed in 40 
years. I’m a teacher aide because I need the job. 

It seems to me that everyone knows that the system is broken :parents, kids, teachers 
and even the principal. 

I saw that those who had successfully navigated this kind of school life were those 
who were now running the show and they simply could not imagine why others might 
have a problem with it. 

I saw bored and frustrated kids. As a TA I spent more time dealing with angry kids, 
although no funds are allocated to care for them. I observed anger as severely 
disabling in a so-called learning place. 

I saw bored and disenfranchised teachers whose economic obligations meant that they 
could not rock the boat. 

I saw teachers being talked at in the same way students are talked at. 
I saw little invitation for students to question or query. There was no time for things 
like that. 

I saw the adherence to petty rules overrunning basic human decency. 

I saw mechanisms of isolation at every level. 

I found the school environment inherently hostile, and when I tried to talk about this, I 
got strange looks 
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What if ...?     
  

What if Julia Gillard had not shared cocktails with 
lawyer Joel Klein in New York in 2007? 

 What if Julia had supped with Diane Ravitch 
[Former US Assist. Secretary of Education], 
instead, while in the Big Apple? 

 What if the lady had enjoyed an ale with Marion 
Brady in Washington or some other fair-dinkum 
U.S. educator? 

 What if she had gone to Finland and/or called on 
her Kiwi Labour Party counterpart on the way home, to compare notes? 

What if she had started an Australian Council for School Learning staffed by thinking 
school principals to run a school improvement’s program, instead of ACARA? 

 What if she had chosen to talk with expert school principals before she went ‘up 
over’? 

 What if school principals, even her job principals,  had told her about their ethical 
‘care for kids’ standards when she came home? 

THEN....  

What if state departments had decided to tell parents fully about their rights?  

 What if NAPLAN questions were made available to the general public? 

 What if parents were told at NAPLAN test time, through personal letter and public 
announcement that their children did not have to do the tests? 

 What if parents were told of the emotional dangers of standardised blanket testing 
and their impact on a child’s mental health and attitude to learning? 

What if Christopher Pyne and Julia Gillard had gone to a lower-middle-class school 
where the emphasis was on educating the children of poor and disinterested parents ? 

 What if our major parties cared about kids? 

 What if just one decent child-oriented politician could find the spunk to make a noise 
in the party room about the stupidities of NAPLAN? 

  What if the Greens or the PUP or some pushy independent took a serious interest? 
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What if Australia stuck to its commitment to the core principles of THE RIGHTS OF 
THE CHILD ? 

What if some Australian organisations developed a strong advocacy for young 
children at school? 

  

The Origin of the  System 
UBS Australia – Bankers - tell Kevin & Julia that our kids don’t know nuthin’. 

⇩ 
Julia flits off to check the world [aka USA] 

⇩ 
Carnegie heavy-weights invite her to cocktail party 

!  
⇩ 

She meets the emperor and side-kick. 
⇩ 

UBS brings her champion down-under. 

!  
⇩ 

He sweet-talks all about his baby:  Kleinism. 
It’s a cake walk.  

⇩ 
Federal Minister orders what and how to teach. 

Quantitative academics appointed to control schools & curriculum 
⇩ 

Testucation substitutes for education 
⇩ 

Frightening future.  Who cares? 
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Notes 

“Treehorn is every child”  is just a little booklet that I have enjoyed putting together. 
The source of most of the articles and cartoons  is The Treehorn Express, which I 
share with a remarkable New Zealand primary school principal, Allan Alach. 

I am quite unsure of the origins of some of the material. All that I know is that there 
are some great educators around the place who write with a special spirit about school 
children. I mention Kelvin Smythe of New Zealand and Marion Brady of Washington 
D.C. whose blogs will be familiar to the well-informed. I applaud them for their 
special attention to kids. 

There are some special idiosyncrasies, which I must explain.... 
1. Children who attend school are “pupils” as used in the U.K. I use the term in 

that sense – somebody taught by a teacher. The term refers to the special 
teaching/learning contract that exists between a teacher and a school child. 
One teaches, the other learns. If neither understands the spirit of this 
relationship, no schooling nor serious learning is going on. 

2. There is also a  difference between ‘schooling’ and ‘education’. All of this 
material talks about educational processes that are undertaken in a 
school.....schooling. 

3. I refer at times to ‘job principals’. By this, I mean those principals who treat 
the management of a school as a good job....nothing more. They don’t extend 
their interests to things esoteric that give meaning to their task. They prefer to 
be ‘elsewhere’ during their out-of-school time.  Many perform their chores 
well; as they would do if they had chosen any other occupation.   

4. The more that I hear from the occasional protestor, the more my pride in 
primary schooling is re-invigorated. Thanks folks. 

I am truly obligated to those who have taken an interest in Treehorn. Their interest, 
understanding and encouragement  is a sign that serious practising Aussies schoolies 
should not lose heart. A generation of primary school children have ‘missed out’ over 
the past six years. We did our best....to no avail. It’s a shame.  Maybe the next lot will 
be schooled as they are supposed to be. 

Phil Cullen..
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